VITALISING SPRAYS & MISTERS
Formulated For Plants, Working/Living Spaces, Linens, Cocoons.

VITALISING SPRAY
Our Vitalising Spray can be used to mist various things with vitally alive and highly radiant
water. Mist your plants using the green bottle option. Mist your linens, living and working
spaces, or an ORYNOCO Cocoon with grey bottle option (included with our Cocoons).
Inside either colour of spray bottle that you purchased, there’s a small 3ml vial containing a
unique blend of several of our high level alchemical products called Transition State
Elements (TSE). These TSE represent an energy bridge between higher states of very subtle
reality and our tangible physical reality. The ‘charged’ water in the spray bottle is therefore
multi-dimensionally informed and becomes highly energised by the life force energy fields
and information that emanate from the TSE. We call this ‘TSE Charged Water’.
Our alchemists have blended a special combination of different TSE for the green and grey
bottle versions of this product. This is so that the subtle energy and information they
imprint into the water are formulated especially for energetically nourishing plants (green
bottle option), or energetically clearing living and working spaces (grey bottle option). Once
the ‘TSE Charged Water’ is sprayed on your plants or in your environment, these subtle
energies and information fields will persist for a short period of time. Then you can simply
mist plants or spaces again to revitalise them.
Optionally, you can also directly add some additional drops of TSE from one of our TSE Calm
or Balance 30ml glass bottles. This will turn the water into what we call ‘TSE Treated Water’.
However, this ‘treated’ water, if used on pets or people, should only be used for misting skin
topically and never for drinking water or anything else that would be ingested.

Plants respond quite well to the life force energy and information field effects created by the
green bottle spray, and they will therefore often take on a new lease of life. When you grey
bottle spray bed linens or your bedroom space you will add some balancing and calming
fields to your sleeping area. You can also try adding some shelf life to foods and cut flowers
with a light misting. For plants you can also try adding a few drops of our Cleanse TSE to
help reduce pest activity. To fill, refill and charge your spray bottle use a good quality
distilled, filtered or mineral water.

VITALISING MISTER
The Vitalising Mister is formulated primarily for use on your skin. Our alchemists have
created a specific blend of different TSE which has been formulated so that the subtle
energy and information they will imprint into the water is especially effective for
energetically nourishing and restoring your skin. Once on the skin these subtle energies and
information fields will persist for a short period of time. Then you can simply mist your skin
again to replenish them.
This product can be used to mist your face and body with vitally alive, highly charged and
radiant waters. As with our Vitalising Spray product, inside this Mister bottle there’s a small
3ml vial containing a unique blend of several of our high level alchemy products called
Transition State Elements (TSE).
These TSE represent an energy bridge between higher states of subtle reality and our
tangible physical reality. The water in the spray bottle is therefore multi-dimensionally
informed and becomes highly energised by the life force energy fields and information that
emanate from the TSE. The ‘charged’ water in the spray bottle is therefore multidimensionally informed and becomes highly energised by the life force energy fields that
emanate from the TSE. We call this ‘TSE Charged Water’.
Optionally you can also directly add some additional drops from one of our TSE Calm or
Balance 30ml glass bottles. This creates what we refer to as ‘TSE Treated Water’. However,
this treating method should only be used for misting skin topically and never for making TSE
drinking water or anything else that would be ingested.
To fill and refill your mister bottle use a good quality distilled, filtered or mineral water.

